General conditions of sale — www.steveshehan.com

Article 1: Preamble
The site steveshehan.com (hereafter the "Site") is a site of information and sale on line dedicated to the products
of the Company Safar Productions et Editions, and managed by the company Safar Productions et Editions
(hereafter the "Company"), identified as follows:
Safar Productions et Editions, limited liability company with the capital of 7.622,45€
Whose headquarter is located 11, rue des Dahlias, 45300 Dossainville
and the address of correspondence: c/o Talia Mouracadé - 11 rue jean jaures - 94000 Créteil
RCS : Orléans B 398599 407
intracommunity VAT n°: FR8139859940700044
Any Net surfer can take note of the general conditions of sale on the Site. These general conditions of sale being
able to be the subject of modifications, the applicable conditions are those in force on the Site at the date of
making of your order.
Article 2: Conditions to carry out an order
Any purchaser declares be at least 18 years old and have the legal capacity or is titular of a parental authorization
enabling him to carry out an order on the Site.
Article 3: Order - price - availability
The orders can have placed:
- by Internet on the Site
- by sending of a purchase order downloaded on the Site accompanied by the payment at:
Safar Productions et Editions, SARL - c/o Talia Mouracadé - 11 rue Jean Jaurès - 94000 Créteil - France
The prices posted on the Site are indicated in euros all French taxes included/understood (French VAT and other
applicable taxes), except share in the expenses of shiping, of treatment of your order and expenses of packing.
Your order dispatched by mail is treated only with reception of the joint payment to the purchase order and the
applicable times are those at the day of the reception of the payment.
Any order paid on line with the system of protected payment set up is treated in the 24 hours if it were carried out
Sunday at Friday morning, and next Monday if it were carried out Friday after midday or saturdays.
If, in spite of our vigilance, the articles are unavailable, we will inform you as soon as possible by mail, and your
order will be automatically cancelled the unavailability of one or more pounds cannot engage the responsibility for
the company Safar Productions et Editions
We remind to you that your card of payment is not output or that your cheque is cashed only after the forwarding
of your order. Consequently, if an article would not be available, your chart of payment will not be output. In the
case of a payment by cheque, this one either will be returned to you, or will be the subject of a partial refunding
(by cheque under 30 days) if a part of your order is satisfied.
Article 4: Delivery
The order is treated only with reception of your payment, CD are delivered to the address of delivery indicated
during the ordering.
Any order placed on the Site and delivered apart from France could be subjected to possible taxes and customs
duties. These rights are the exclusive responsibility of the customer and raise of his whole responsibility as well in
terms for declarations as for payment at the proper authorities.
Article 5: Payment
All the orders, whatever their source, are invoiced and payable in Euros only. The products remain the property of
the company until the complete payment of the price, whatever the delivery date of the product.
The payment by cheque is only possible for cheques in drawn euros on a bank domiciled in France or in Monaco.
In the event of payment by cheque, the setting with the cashing of the cheque is carried out after the forwarding of
the order. Only the delivered products are invoicees; if necessary, the over-payment is refunded with the
customer by cheque in the thirty (30) days.
The cheque will have to be established with the order of: Safar Productions et Editions et envoy accompanied by
the purchase order at the address below: Safar Productions et Editions, SARL - c/o Talia Mouracadé - 11 rue
Jean Jaurès - 94000 Creteil - France
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Article 6: Returns
You have the right of retractation seven days envisaged by the law to turn over us the articles without having to
justify reason. Does the parcel have to be turned over by mail exclusively, obligatorily in its packing of origin, in
perfect state, not loosened and accompanied by the corresponding invoice. The article is then refunded except for
the expenses of sending and return which remain with the load of the customer. Consequently, only the price of
the bought articles is refunded to him. The right to repossess cannot be exerted for the audio recordings (CDRom) loosened by the client. The returns are to be carried out with the following address:
Safar Productions et Editions, SARL - c/o Talia Mouracadé - 11 rue Jean Jaurès - 94000 Créteil - France
Article 7: Guarantees and responsibility
If it happened that an article is defective or not in conformity (ascribable error with Safar Productions et Editions),
Safar Productions et Editions are committed refunding it, subject to the respect of the following conditions: 1.
return in its packing of origin, into perfect aspect 2. accompanied by a reasoned request and by its invoice 3.
within 15 maximum day following the reception of the parcel to the following address: Safar Productions et
Editions, SARL - c/o Talia Mouracadé - 11 rue Jean Jaurès - 94000 Créteil - France
Under these conditions, the expenses of sending and return could be completely refunded. However, the amount
of the refunded expenses of return will not be able to exceed 1,5 times the amount of the expenses of sending
invoicees. No sending of against refunding will be accepted, whatever is the reason.
Article 8: Licence of access to the Site
We grant to you a licence limited to the access and the use of the Site for your personal use. To in no case you
are not authorized to download or modify whole or part of this Site without our written authorization and express.
This Site or very part of this Site should not in no case to be reproduced, copied, sold or exploited for commercial
reasons without our written authorization. We authorize you, on a purely nonexclusive and revocable basis, to
create a bond hypertext pointing on the banner page of the Site in the condition that this bond cannot create us or
create against our company, or with our products or services, a character untrue, false, pejorative or being able to
carry us damage. To in no case the creation of this bond hypertext will not be able to engage our responsibility,
with some title that it is, on the contents of your site. Does any use in your bond of our logo, our mark or our
graphics require our written authorization.
Article 9: Personal data protection
The Company processes all the data concerning its customers with the most strict confidentiality. In accordance
with Data-processing law the "and Freedoms" of January 6, 1978, the customer has a right of access and of
correction of the data relating to it.
Article 10: Responsibility, applicable duty and court of jurisdiction
The works suggested are submitted to the French legislation into. All the litigations relating to the trade are
subjected to the exclusive competence of the French jurisdictions. The Company declines any responsibility if the
delivered articles do not respect the legislation of the country of delivery (censures, prohibition of a title or an
author...). The responsibility for the Company is not committed in the event of inexecution of the contract due to
an out-of-stock condition or a unavailability of the products, in the event of all-out strike or partial of the services of
forwarding, in the event of cause beyond control, of flood, fire, etc. Its responsibility is not committed with regard
to the contents of the Internet sites on which bonds hypertexts can return starting from its own site.
Article 11: Acceptance of the customer - Field of application
The present general conditions of sales apply to all the orders received by Safar Productions et Editions and are
valid at the time when the order placed. The Customer state to accept the order and the entirety of these general
conditions of sale. The data recorded by the company will constitute the proof of the whole of the operations and
of the financial transactions carried out by the client. The present general conditions of sales can constantly
change without notice.

